	MINIATURE LED ELLIPSOIDAL FRAMING PROJECTOR SPOTLIGHTS
	General
	The instrument shall be a Source Four Mini LED ellipsoidal framing projector spotlight as manufactured by Electronic Theatre Controls, Inc., or approved equal. 

The unit shall be dimmable using forward- or reverse-phase dimming technology
	Physical
	The unit shall be constructed of die cast aluminum, free of burrs and pits, finished in black, high temperature epoxy paint.
	Fixtures shall be available in white and custom colors as specified.  
Accessories and painted parts shall be color-matched to the specified color 
Non-painted parts shall be available in matching or complimentary colors.  
	Exceptions to color-matching shall be noted prior to custom paint approval.
	The framing spotlight:
	Shall have interchangeable lens tubes for different field angles as specified
Shall have stainless steel shutters of at least A301 grade material
	Shutter assembly shall allow for +/-175-degree rotation of the framed area or pattern
	Shall have a slot with a sliding, tool-locking cover for patterns 

Shall allow for use of E-sized patterns
Shall include a pattern holder
Shall have an integral die cast media frame holder with two slots
Shall have a top mounted, quick release media frame retainer
Shall utilize a 2 ¾” (70mm) gel frame
Shall have a thermally-insulated knobs and shutter handles
Shall have a thermally-insulated rear handle 
Shall have integral cable clamp(s) for power leads
Shall have a steel yoke allowing at least 350 degree tilt of the fixture within the yoke
Shall have tool-free tilt and beam adjustment while allowing for tool-tightening at all movement points. 
	The fixture shall be offered with three different installation methods:
	Portable version shall include:
	Yoke mounted LED driver
Size-matched, extruded aluminum, black anodized C-clamp for use on pipe ranging from 3/8” to 1”
Three-foot power cable with a NEMA 5-15P connector
Tested to UL/cUL153 standard and listed with a 3rd-party laboratory
	Install Canopy version shall include:
	Color matched, powder-coat painted, formed steel canopy mount with mounting hardware
Integral LED driver
	The LED driver shall fit entirely within the canopy, requiring no additional space in the junction box or ceiling cavity
Built-in rotation stop at 358-degrees to prevent cable twisting or damage. 
Tested to UL/cUL1598 standard and so labeled.
	Track Mount version shall include:
	Color –matched plastic track adapter for use with EUTRAC-brand 2-circuit track
Integral LED driver installed into track adapter
Tested to UL/cUL1574 standard and so labeled.
	Optical
	The spotlight shall have high-contrast aspheric lens(es), with an anti-reflective coating to increase transmission, with:
	Adjustable hard and soft beam edges 
Crisp pattern imaging without significant halation
Sharp shutter cuts without halation
	Fixture shall have a three plane shutter design to provide adjustable framing angles with ability to overlap cuts
	Fixture design shall have built-in heat dissipation to prevent shutter warping and burnout in normal use 
	Fixture shall allow for interchangeable lenses with variable beam angles
	There shall be at least 19, 26, 36, 50 degree field angles available as specified
	LED
	The fixture shall utilize a single LED emitter.
The LED shall be offered in 2 versions
	>80 CRI (Source Four Mini LED)
	>90 CRI (Source Four Mini LED Gallery)
	The LED shall be rated for an average of 70% output after 35,000 hours of use
Fixture shall have an expected average power consumption of 12W
Fixture shall have a minimum output of
	Source Four Mini LED: 450 field lumens
Source Four Mini LED Gallery: 375 field lumens
	Warranty
	The fixture shall be provided with the minimum warranty:
	5 years full fixture coverage
10 years LED coverage


